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control, any and all lawsuits for liable, plagiarism,
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made by advertisers and authors are theirs, and do
not represent the policy of The Biking Life magazine. If you are still reading this get a life.
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Letter From the Publisher
by James Michaels
Welcome to the November issue of our publication. You
will notice that we are still the same and still cater only to
motorcyclists, although others are welcome to read us. There
are a couple of big days this month one being Veteran’s Day
and the other being Thanksgiving.
I wish all of you the best for Thanksgiving and
hope you spend it with family and friends, if possible. It is
not always possible though which leads me to mention the
other November holiday, Veteran’s Day. Our nation’s veterans
embody a large percentage of the people that are/were not able
to spend holidays with their families because of the call of duty.
Other first responders like law enforcement and firefighters are
also people that are not always able to spend these times with
family. All of us depend on these groups to protect us and the
way we live.
This is why we once again remind you of the rides
leaving from various establishments in the region. You can
watch and cheer on the Veteran’s Day Parade in downtown
St. Louis on November 7th this year. There will be rides
leaving from Fatboys in DeSoto, MO, Shady Jack’s on
North Broadway, TJ’s Bar and Grill Pevely, MO, Jilly’s out
on Gravois, and Jack’s Iron Horse in Bridgeton and Jamm
In in House Springs. Please check the flyer in The Biking
Life for departure times from each site. There may also be
an impromptu group from Illinois that will meet up at Geo’s
Wings. Check my blog or join The Biking Life Riders Group
on Facebook because we will post information there.
Regardless of the weather or what you drive/ride, please
come out and show your support for our veterans. Remember
these folks were and are out there defending us no matter what
the weather. Don’t we owe them the same respect?
Speaking of respect, how about getting some respect
for bikers who choose to wear embroidered heraldry symbols
that show they have allegiance to a motorcycle brand or a
group. For instance a HOG; a veterans’ group like AMVETS,
American Legion Riders, Band of Brothers or the Vietnam Vets
MC; organizations that show their pride in their faith like the
Narrow Road Riders, the Christian Motorcycle Association or
the Tribe of Judah MM to name a few; or the many groups who
just like to ride like the members of SIMCA or any other group
that chooses to wear “colors” to show their affiliation.
I did a little research and found out that riding clubs
originated around the turn of the century and several point to
a group from Yonkers, NY as being the oldest. The Missouri
Mules Motor Club celebrated 70 years just last month. I
couldn’t help but notice though that there was explosive growth
in these groups as our soldiers returned from World War II.
This also brings up an interesting point. Did you know that
70% of Harley Davidson owners are veterans?
There was another spurt of membership when our
warriors came back from Vietnam. And another as the Christian
motorcyclists formed communities that shared their beliefs, as
well as their passion for riding. Finally, there were other growth
spurts fueled by groups like the AMVETS, and the American

Legion Riders and veterans returning from our more recent
conflicts.
We at The Biking Life support all motorcyclists,
be they independents like myself, Christians, vets, women,
members of clubs, both 1%ers and otherwise. Others don’t
share this same support. They do not support your freedom of
expression; however, they do like your money. Any business
or event that doesn’t respect you enough to allow you to show
your affiliation does not deserve your business. Some promoters
will say it is not my choice; it is the jurisdiction that is forcing
me to ban these freedoms. To this I say, move your event.
Three years ago I was involved in an event and I asked
my patch-wearing friends to come out in spite of the venue and
I promised that we would look for another site. Since that first
year, I have not been involved with nor do I go to that venue.
In my opinion, if they will not allow all motorcyclists, they do
not really want our business.
I told you I would find a place that would allow all
bikers and I did. I put on a swap meet where all were welcome.
It was a huge success and though there were many diverse
groups there, there were no problems at all. We showed that
it is possible to have an event with “colors.” Some would
probably say that was because of the huge presence there, that
is a possibility, but maybe it was that we can all get along,
putting differences aside, in order to have a good time.
Remember I quoted earlier that 70% of Harley owners
are veterans? There was some profiling going on at our swap
meet. Isn’t it amazing that it is permissible to profile against
bikers’ groups and bikers themselves, many of whom have
defended the nation, but illegal to profile against groups, some
of whom may have assisted in attacking us?
There are events coming up in the next few months
that do not allow all riders to express their affiliation. We
suggest it is time to deliver a message to the promoters of those
events and that message is if you do not want all of us, you do
not want any of us. (We make one exception to our policy of
not going to places that do not allow all bikers, and that is to
support charity events.)
I do not agree with everything all motorcycle
organizations do. I do not agree with those that want to burn
flags either, but I support both groups’ rights because that is
what the America I believe in is about. The words on the Statue
of Liberty talk about those yearning to be free and it is time
for us all to start protecting our liberties and rights or soon, we
will find they are all gone. I may have been a little preachy,
but I feel strongly about protecting our rights as bikers. Please
have a voice in our future by letting your city leaders and state
legislators know your opinions.
November 14th we are hosting a “Colors” of Freedom
Chili Fest at Rockers in House Springs, Mo. I invite all of
you to come out, enjoy the day and this celebration for America.
There will be some good chili, music and lots of fun. There will
be speakers from Motorcycle Rights Organizations, Veteran’s
Groups and more. Proceeds will go to the Fisher House and if
you have it is your heart to do so, please bring an unwrapped
toy for a needy child. As always, I thank you for making us part
of your biking life.

Route 138, Benld, Illinois (217) 835- 2494
Make Us Your Holiday Event Headquarters
Check Out Our New Bikes and Babes Calendar
Come Party With Us Every Weekend
All Rides and Benefits Are Welcome
Please Call For This Month’s Band Schedule
Biker Owned and Operated Always A Fun Place
Hours: Mon - Thurs 10 AM to 2 AM, Fri - Sat 10 AM to 3 AM, Sun 8 AM to 2 AM
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Biker Biz Bits
R.I.P Buell Motorcycles

Harley-Davidson recently announced their 3rd
quarter financial results and their plans for ongoing
operations. As part of those ongoing plans, they are
focusing more closely on extending the H-D brand and
discontinuing production of the Buell motorcycle line.
The Harley-Davidson dealers that currently sell Buell
motorcycles will continue to handle parts, service
and warranties repairs for Buell bikes. According to
the Motor Company, they have been losing money
on Buell operations for years. They also announced
that they are looking for a buyer for the MV Augusta
motorcycle company in Italy that they purchased in
2008.
Although the financial results for the quarter were
significantly down from previous quarters and
years, H-D still posted a net income for the quarter.
The motorcycle, parts and apparel segment of the
business covered the losses in the financial services
division.
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stronger.

No Grey Area Here
I think it’s cool when the younger people show respect
to the elders by following in our foot steps. This way the
traditions of the past don’t get lost in the haze of the present.
Much like my son Kevin’s racing and his Sportster build.
(You will see it in the magazine and on the road during the
summer 09.)
Jake Knobbe from Chariots of Fire Customs burst onto the
scene last year with the Bobber from last year. With that
bike he won Best of Show at the 2008 Wide Open Show in
Saint Charles. That bike features a Paugho frame wrapped
around an Ultima 104. They incorporated a Sportster tank
to get that true bobber look. The cool red wheels and the
gangster whitewalls, add to the nostalgic appeal of this
bike. And what bobber would be complete without a
Springer front end to absorb the bumps as you roll down
the road and finally a spring seat to keep your ass from
getting to sore all make this a cool ride.

Many builders would have been content but not one to
sit on his laurels. Jake determined to build something
even more bad ass this year. His product was this black
and white road eater which he built as a gift for his gift
to his dad the owner of CFC. He built so his father could
ride it to Sturgis. This bike also features an Ultima power
plant but one that is recycled and rebuilt to be just a tad

It feeds power to a six speed with a very unique jockey
shift set up were the handle is also the clutch (see photo)
and now what would have been the pedal for the clutch
is now the brake pedal. That operates the Progressive
linked brake system that uses a set up like a Hooley 4 bbl
carburetor instead of a proportioning valve to keep things
clean.
Fuel comes from a recycled Tri Bonnie tank and feeds thru
a twin throat Dellorte system bad gas is sent out threw a
Shorty wrapped pipe system. Paint consists of black, more
black and some white thrown in to offset it and some white
pinstripes just to top it off. I got to say both of these bikes
are as good as they get and to be built by a young man who
can’t even legally drink yet is a real tribute to his family
and surroundings.

His mother and father did well and can be justifiably proud
of both of the kids as their daughter is very cute and as
equally well mannered as Jake. So dig on the pictures and
see what you think. Also on a sad note my prayers go
out to the CFC crew as the owners lost his father shortly
after these were taken. Jim mentioned it on the blog, but
my most heartfelt sympathy goes out to you and yours

Killer
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Hardtail Humor
A U.S. Marine squad was marching north of Fallujah
when they came upon an Iraqi terrorist, badly injured
and unconscious. On the opposite side of the road
was an American Marine in a similar but less serious
state. The Marine was conscious and alert and as first
aid was given to both men, the squad leader asked
the injured Marine what had happened. The Marine
reported, “I was heavily armed and moving north along
the highway here, and coming south was a heavily
armed insurgent. We saw each other and both took
cover in the ditches along the road. I yelled to him
that Saddam Hussein was a miserable, low life scum
bag who got what he deserved, and he yelled back
that Ted Kennedy is a fat, good-for-nothing, left wing
liberal drunk who doesn’t know how to drive.So I said
that Osama Bin Laden dresses and acts like a frigid,
mean-spirited lesbian! He retaliated by yelling, “Oh
yeah? Well, so does Nancy Pelosi!” “And, there we
were, in the middle of the road, shaking hands, when
a truck hit us.”

Want to find out what jim thinks about
stuff throughout the month then read

A Cardiologist died and was given an elaborate
funeral. A huge heart covered in flowers stood behind
the casket during the service. Following the eulogy,
the heart opened, and the casket rolled inside. The
heart then closed, sealing the doctor in the beautiful
heart forever.

ions known to the blog is available at

At that point, one of the mourners burst into laughter.
When all eyes stared at him, he said, ‘I’m sorry,
I was just thinking of my own funeral.......I’m a
Gynecologist.’

www.thebikinglife.com

The Proctologist fainted.

his blog and you can make your opin-
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A Thankful Attitude
It’s November and Thanksgiving is a few
weeks away. Looking back, this has been a hard
year for a lot of our friends and family. Kathy’s father
died unexpectedly in April and she’s still dealing
with this sorrow. We have also had to make major
financial adjustments when my company cut back in
June, and these have been really difficult changes.
I had surgery in July and it set me back all riding
season. But, we have to look at our blessings. A
new, wonderful, beautiful granddaughter was born to
us in June. Our bills are all paid and up-to-date at the
beginning of each month. We’re healthy, have lost
weight the last six months, and feeling really good
with more energy than we’ve had in years. Some
people might not see these as true blessings, but we
do – we’ve known times worse or very different. In
total, we’ve had many more happy experiences than
sad ones.
How has God blessed you this year? What
do you have to be thankful for? Be objective
when you do your inventory for the year; count the
happy experiences and focus on them. You should
remember the rough times, but not let them drag
you down. Colossians 2:7 tells us that by receiving

Christ Jesus as Lord, and continuing to live in him…
strengthened in the faith as we were taught, we’d
be “overflowing with thankfulness.” We’re also
taught in 1 Thessalonians 5:18 to “give thanks in all
circumstances, for this is God’s will for you in Christ
Jesus.”
Thankfulness is an attitude we develop and
chose to have. I’ve heard it called an “attitude of
gratitude.” Sometimes if we’re really down, making
a list of those things we’re thankful for – even what
may seem very insignificant to others – can help
us recognize how very blessed we are. In lateSeptember and October, just having a day with
sunshine was a blessing! We know that God is in
charge. “The faithful love of the Lord never ends! His
mercies never cease. Great is His faithfulness; His
mercies begin afresh each morning.” (Lamentations
3:21-23) God’s mercies are reflected in our lives
daily as blessings!
If your attitude is not one of thankfulness, ask
God to help you develop an attitude of gratitude. If
you’re not sure how to do this, contact any Christian
biker at your next event, contact one of the following
people, or call me.
The CMA Missouri State
Coordinator is Clark (Lucille) Doughty, 816-6973077, wingman@wcblue.com; and the Illinois State
Coordinator is Don (Vicky) Brown, 217-629-8938,
vdBrown77@aol.com. For more information about
CMA, you can contact either of the above or call me
at 314-434-2282 or e-mail me at h2osjk@prodigy.
net.

Jim and Kathy Waters
Good News Riders
CMA St. Louis, MO

SHOW-ME’S WINGSDAY NIGHT BIKE FEST
EVERY WINGSDAY (WEDNESDAY) NIGHT 6 - 10 PM
FREE WINGS 7 TO 9 PM, $10 DOM BUCKETS
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL LOCATION ONLY
Show Mw Your Bike And It May Appear In Next Month’s Show-Me’s Ad

200 LINCOLN HIGHWAY
(618) 628 - 1625
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL

WWW.SHOWMES.COM

Good For 5 Free Wings

Any Night After 10 PM,
LIMIT 1 Per Person With Drink
Purchase, Dine-in only
Fairview Heights Location Only
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Old School Tattoo Expo Comes to Town

The Gateway to the West will host this 3 days of
custom tattooing featuring artists from around the world,
including those you have seen on TV. But since we are
blessed with so many great local artists you will find many
of your local favorites here as well.
In addition to being here to show off some of their
most awesome pieces they will also be available to make
their mark on you. If you have never been to this Expo, it is
a must see event. This is especially true if you like to people
watch this is the place to see it all.
This is the one place in St. Louis where you will be
able to meet the artists that you see in magazines and on TV.
Special Guest Cory Miller comes to St. Louis bringing a little
bit of that LA Ink mystique with him. You have seen him and
Kat on TV, so come check them out and say hello.
His appearance would make this one hell of a show
but on top of that you have the man himself. Undisputedly the
most famous man in tattooing known as the San Francisco
tattoo artist of the 70’s Lyle Tuttle.
Lyle has tattooed many famous people including
Janis Joplin, Cher, Peter Fonda and Greg Allman just to name
a few. He has been on the cover of Rolling Stone magazine
and also The Wall Street Journal.
There will bemany tattoo magazines on hand
shooting pictures but only one motorcycle magazine has been
invited and that is of course The Biking Life Magazine. The
Biking Life is a life style magazine live and we want our
readers to be know about all events that are connected with
this life style.
I am a fan of the art of tattooing and have been going
to this event for six years the picture below is Lyle Tuttle and
my crew of me, Kathy (The Biking Life), Cathy, and Vicki all
from St. Louis sporting The Late Honest Mitch Tees.
So mark your calendar, make a date with your mate
for the weekend Nov. 13,14 and 15 at The Holiday Inn St.
Louis, 811 N 9th St, for The Old School Tattoo Expo 2009.
P.S. - The Biking Life will be hosting a Low Brow
Tattoo & Motorcycle Art Show in March 2010. We
all need a little color in our lives get out and get it.
See ya in the city@ Old School TattooExpo.. Peace Out Kat
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high def. There were no computers, commercial aviation
was a dream and if you talked about men landing on the
moon you might have been carted off to the loony bin. I
think you get the idea, that was a long time ago and the
club has seen many changes in its lifetime.
Don Brown the current president of the club recognized
many people including the fine folks from Suwallers that
catered the event. This club has many of its roots in racing
and until recently put on a race in Jerseyville, IL. Among
the many historical figures that have been members of
this club are Earl Widman, R.K. Stratman and several
other gentlemen that went onto buy various motorcycle
dealerships.

70 Years of Riding and Racing
by Jim Furey
I was doing some research recently and found out that the
oldest motorcycle clubs, started around the early 1900s.
This makes sense since that is around the time motorcycles
were catching on and riding with a like minded group only
adds to the enjoyment of the motorcycle experience. We in
this area have links to one of the older clubs as well, the
Missouri Mules. They claim 1939 as their official start but
they have history that goes back even further.
Good friend and supporter of the magazine, and
Missouri Mule Gary, invited Joy and I to attend their 70th
Anniversary Party on October 24. This celebration of 70
years of motorcycling was held at VFW Post 3944 on
Midland . We thank Gary for inviting us to this historic
event. Think of the many things that have occurred since
the first meeting of 8 motorcycling enthusiasts, at that
time the main forms of media were radio and newspapers.
Many people had no indoor plumbing. There were very
few paved roads, and the country was just emerging from
the “Great Depression.” World War II was just around the
corner. Telephone lines were party lines, that meant if your
neighbor was on the phone you couldn’t be unless you
were real nosy. There was no TV and certainly no color or

This is a motor club that celebrates their passion for
motorcycling as a sport. This party was attended by a
veritable who’s who in the St Louis motorcycle community.
There were Bush Pilots from Alton, Wildman, St Helen and
Bob Gebel from the Hartbauer/McBride Foundation. Patty
Bush from Doc’s Harley Davidson, and Ronnie Widman
to name just a few.

The meal and appetizers provided were very good and
the evening was capped off by music from Jimmy Lee.
I only wished we could have stayed longer to learn more
about the rich tradition of this club and to hear even more
both about the history of the club and the experiences
of its more mature members. This type of history gets
lost sometimes in today’s culture where we depend on
electronic media to store information rather than listening
to the wisdom of those who went before us. I thank the
Missouri Mules for inviting us, and allowing us to be a
small part of the evening. If you would like to learn more
about the Missouri Mules and some of their history you
can visit the Mungenast Museum.
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The Big Bitts Memorial Ride
On October 4th the first memorial ride in memory of
David “ Big Bitts” Buettner was held in Waterloo, IL.
The run left Main Street Saloon in Waterloo, one of
Big Bitts favorite hang outs. We left Main Street and
headed to Water Street Bar and Grill in Evansville IL
another one of Bitts places to hang out.
We hung out there for a wile and had a lot of people
and bikes there. I personally counted 200 bikes and
estimated at least 300 plus people, well after hanging
out there for a while; we left there and headed to
Brady’s Tail Hook in Baldwin IL. This is where Big
Bitts was when he had his heart attack. We stayed
there for a wile and enjoyed all the people there in
his memory.

All of our thanks to the taverns for letting us use
there places to put this run on in his memory, Main
Street Saloon in Waterloo, Water Street Bar and Grill
in Evansville, Brady’s Tail Hook in Baldwin, and
Willy’s Corner in Red Bud, and our apologies to the
people in Waterlooo and Red Bud that had to wait for
all the bike to make there way through. We controlled
traffic to keep all the bikes together from the start to
the first stop. On the run there was people wearing
shirts in the memory of Big Bitts, and there was also
memorial patches worn on the run, these patches and
shirts were made up by Brenda Raye, and she said
you can still order patches and shirts, you can reach
her at 618-939-1333 and real special thanks to Caleb
Heal, he was the photographer taking all the pics on
this run, I saw the pics he took and I visited his web
site, yourcreativeimages.com. He is one heck of a
photographer, you can reach him at 618-971-7235,
his shop is in Columbia IL. He photographs all types
of events and is good at it, thanks again Caleb for all
the great pics you took on this run. With talking to
the people who set this run up they said this is going
to be an annual run every year. A special shout out to
all the clubs who participated in this run, and to all
the locals who were on this run, just to let you know,
will hope to see you again next year in his memory.

The stories, the memories of Big Bitts just rang out
every time you saw people talking they were talking
about Big Bitts, and that what it was all about, this
was truly a memorial run. While in Baldwin, there
was a few people there having fun, lifting the spirits
of the crowed by doing a few burn outs, and a couple
of donuts on bikes. That was cool, then we left there
and headed to Willy’s Corner in Red Bud, and hung
out there a and then we headed back to Main Street RIDE FREE BIG BITTS RIDE FREE.
Saloon in Waterloo where it all started, where Paul,
				
Tommy Haynes
the owner and a good friend of Big Bitts had prepared
food for us to enjoy.
This run was bigger than we expected, but it was all
good, we had a great ride and a beautiful day for it.
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T he real m C coy
For those of you who are unfortunate enough to have a
teenage daughter ... or god forbid ... daughters ... First of all,
I would like to say, sorry, but you must agree with me that we
do seem to be more in touch with modern trends due to the
company of these lovely young ladies. Although, you have
to admit to growing weary of how often these little creatures
change their minds about who they are and what they want
to be. Let’s face it. We are not the men that have time for this
little girly crap, but we do make time for our daughters and all
of their bullshit that comes along with em. Its time we start
separating trends from what will stand the test of time.
Now, let’s talk choppers. For the past decade, we in the
motorcycle community have noticed a lot of changes in the
styles of the bikes... Especially the new ones being built, it’s
like most of the people building theses bike are only following
what’s “hip” instead of sticking to the “classic cool.” It goes
back to only a few years ago when I really started noticing
this trend as a problem. We will call my friend “Matt,” for
lack of a better name. Matt and I drove out of town to go
get a bike from a shop, and then ride it back to STL. When
we got there we met up with the shop owner at a local bar
where he also had some friends in visiting from California.
We all introduced ourselves and had some beers. One of the
Californians (we will call him Cali) came across very sure of
himself (narcissistic prick). He thought, that since we were
from Missouri, we were a couple of cowpokes and I hate that
because I have always lived in the city. “Cali” felt the need to
brag, so of course Matt and I were polite and listened to all of
his “tales of glory.” This cartoon looking character warbled
on and on about like how his bike was on the “The History
of Chopper” with Jesse James, and his high-dollar paint job,
and need I not forget all the movies stars he bumps elbows
with. Oh Boy, was this a treat, stunt bike riding and playboy
models. Cali really had the life. I had so much fun looking
at photos on his lap top of his FXR stocker, that I started
drinking straight bourbon. Don’t get me wrong. I have nothing
against FXR’s. Hell, I was out of town to buy one. It was
just what was coming with it. If “Guitar Hero” and “Ultimate
Fighting” made an action figure, his name would be “Cali” I
like mohawks on British punkrockers and Mr. T. Anything
beyond that is just plain “trendy.” All the name droppin and
bitch braggin was “little girl shit” and I was about sick of it.
Anyways, this is where it gets good. Cali asked Matt, “So...
what do you ride?” Matt replies “ Evo hardtail, springer front
end, open belt 4 speed, kick start jockey with a rattle can flat
black paint job” At, first Cali was silent, then all he could say
was “why?” Matt said “because I can.” We didn’t have much
more to say to each other after that. Cali had done his best to
impress us with “glitter and gold.” Needless to say, it didn’t
work. We can only hope that Cali took back what he learned
from his “farm tour” of the Midwest and shred it with the rest
of “oh too cool for school” California. What it really comes
down to, nothing is cooler than Matt did. He built something
himself and rode it across the country. Now, that’s chopper

ridin.

Another example of ridiculous trend comes from my
own person experience in the early- mid nineties. It would
be called “Tribal Tattoos.” When someone I knew would get
a new tattoo, they would always say “I got some new tribal
work done.” I think that actual expression became the “coin
phrase” for the nineties. The guys I hung out with were getting
sleeved in this shit. They looked like zebras with all this black
sharp thorn bush crap that meant nothing at all, up and down
their bodies. I just think of tattoos as something that should
symbolize something personal. I know I wanted to see where
life took me before I covered myself in one thing. Even, later
in my life I have had to get one of my earlier tattoos covered.
You never know.
So, when you see all of these reemerging styled like the “East
Bay” look, I think what is it going to be like next year? Four
years ago nobody wanted Z bars and metal flake paint job.
Before that no one wanted apes and sissy bars. It was all drag
bars and two in one pipes. The new school mags out there
make a guy feel like if he didn’t have a hard tail shovel, he
sucks and he should quit ridin. I’m glad that “The Horse” and
“Street Chopper” are showing more than Arlen Ness and his
100,000 dollar artistic abortions. I just hate that when things
become popular, it might be cool at first, but it gets so damn
popular that you to hate it. For instance, 5 years ago cutting
edge choppers were showing up flat black. Nowadays H.D.
makes it their new favorite color. Holy Shit! Call Arlen Ness!
Call Jackson Pollock! Call Brod Dugan! I need a f@*king
paint job! Sometime after that it was pin-stripes. Lucky for
St. Louis not many are good at pin-striping so that would be
cool one thing that wasn’t over-killed. I can’t stand seeing
a factory pin-stripe. It’s like you have cracker jack tribal
tattoos stuck on your gas tank. Hey, we all have our guilty
pleasures but when it comes down to it ... why change it if it
ain’t broken?
Now I must bring up the last and most dreaded “everyone is a
builder” trend. It’s time to come to terms with the fact that we
are not all blessed with the know-hows and how-tos of
mechanics. Just because Harley makes it easy to acquire some
chrome accessories to snap on your bike doesn’t give you
years in the garage with the wrenches. You might have some
smarts, good fabrication because you’re a tinner by trade... its
not what it takes to open your own shop. When tattoos got

popular, fifty shops opened in St, Louis. It doesn’t matter,
only the strong survive. Basically, a bunch of people got shit
tattoos,
the
trend
cycled
out.
The
real

artists are still in business. It’s the same with bikes. I don’t
know about you, but I don’t want a fucked up bike just as
much as I don’t want bad ink. The best mechanics I know that
have fixed my bike on the side of the road... not in some fancy
shop that looks like a night club, sponsored by Pabst that has
a pin-up girl as its logo. Rockabilly is cool... I suppose.
So Im sure you are wondering with all the shit talking,
“Jimmy? What do you like?” Well... I have a friend with a
black evo hard tail with a springer front with a 21. It also has
a jockey, kicker, open primary, Mustang tank, Z-bars and a
pillow stitch king and queen leading up to a sissy bar. The
bike is all types of “old school” with a newer engine so it can
really move. He has “KISS” (keep it simple stupid) painted
on the tank. “KISS” is the true biker way of saying every
thing I was stating in this article. The only thing I dislike
about my buddies bike is the fact that it is not on the road
enough. People need to see a real chopper. Another chopper
that comes to mind is my friend Willy’s aqua blue shovel. It
truly defines the words “Classic Chopper.”
My riding partners and I really enjoy seeing all the different
styles of chopper from the past five decades. Our individual
customizing is what makes our bikes unique. I’m sure at some
point our bikes have even carried some trends. The most
important thing is to ride what you love cause you love it and
not because it is “in style.” Whatever is your riding remember
to stay true to your self and keep it dirty.

- Jailhouse Jimmy

P.S. Red rims suck and D- Rakers rule. Thanks Ron.
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Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meets Rule
By Al “Slow Talker” Wilson

weather was awesome, not too hot but sunny.
There was a nice collection of vendors selling
motorcycle related products. Many of our friends
After the resounding success of our Swap Meet from local clubs and organizations showed up.
in Collinsville, IL, this past March we racked our We also had celebrities like the Big Shwag from
brains trying to figure out what we could do to Pass Time on the Speed Channel there, along
reward those who support us so loyally. What with radio personality Bo Matthews and of course
would be different, and we decided on an outdoor we were treated to the comedy of none other
free swap meet. So I contacted the folks at Jack’s than the Mowhawk man. You can always visit his
Iron Horse Bar and Grill on St Charles Rock Rd. website from our home page by clicking on the
We settled on Sunday, July 26, 2009, as the magazine cover bearing his likeness.
date for this event, so that those heading off to
Sturgis, could get those last minute necessities The hosts were great. They provided good
food and drink for all who attended and we had
before starting their trip.
a great crowd. In fact they just kept coming in
So, we staged our second Midwest Motorcycle waves. That is what we wanted ,by making it
Swap Meet. It turned out spectacularly. The free people could come and go as they pleased.
They could check out the vendors and then go
ride for a while. We wanted to give people the
freedom to spend their day as they chose. In fact
we had some ride out early buy stuff and then
come back later in a vehicle to get it home.
We had the good folks from the Chopper Shop
from Central Missouri selling parts, Black Jack
Leather and Dutchmen’s Leather were both
there. The Professor selling his vast collection of
sunglasses, skull rags and other accessories was
there. Jerry was here, selling his carved plaques
and knives. Several other parts vendors, in fact
Continued on Page 24

Jerry Bradburn
Owner

Donna Bradburn
Owner

Keep Your Knees in the Breeze

CHAPP’S

Where Cold Beer Makes Warm Friends

Fridays - Live Music
(217) 324-2642

Biker
Friendly

119 W. Edwards
Litchfield, IL 62056
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one vendor did so well he sold out then sent his believing in the American spirit of competition
helpers back to his shop to get more and sold a and freedom of expression. We started staging
lot of that.
events that were reasonably priced, for all and in
venues where all are welcome.

Believe me this was all good ,but this was more
than just a swap meet this was a party. All day
long people were shopping, talking to friends
and generally having a good time. Adding to this
atmosphere was the great classic rock and roll
played by Hush. This is one of the finest bands
in the area and they bring a spirit of fun and
excitement to any venue they play. If you want
to see where they will be appearing or to contact
them for an event you have coming up visit their
website www.hushstl.com for this information
and a whole lot more.
Like I said prior to our first swap meet. We had
seen the depths to which some so-called swap
meets had fallen. Too much leather and priced
too high for vendors and attendees, especially in
these economic times, not too mention they won’t
allow all bikers in their events. So seeing this and

Like they say build a better mouse trap and the
world will beat a path to your door, we have seen
that demonstrated once again. Not only have
these been a big success but we have forced
others to change the way they do business. We
have folks asking all the time when our next
event is and I am happy to tell you that our next
Midwest Motorcycle Swap Meet will occur
on January 30, 2010 at the Admiral Coontz
Recreation Center in Hannibal, MO. I hope to
see you there if you are a vendor please contact
us soon as spaces are sure to go fast.
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Hillbilly Roundup
By John Skala

bingo game were the chicken randomly determined what

number was called based on his droppings.
It started out as an overcast day and had a late morning
shower. However, the fun, food, entertainment and shopping discounts continued. This year Bourbeuse Valley
Harley-Davidson and their H.O.G. chapter added a few
new things to this annual open house festival.
Michelle and her crew inside still had discounts out the ass,
(or was that a donkey?). Then the skies cleared and the sun
quickly dried things up and the games were in full swing
outside and all of the vendors were displaying their wares.
In addition to a pie eating contest there was a chicken poop

This is always an outstanding time regardless of the weather. So, be sure and mark your calendar when this event
comes around next year. Watch their web site at www.
bvhd.com for more information on the store or the H.O.G
chapter.

Chariots of Fire Customs LLC
November Newsletter 2009
www.chariotsoffirecustoms.com
The Road Kill Dinner Runs ended on October 8. I would like to personally thank everyone who shared
in those delightful Thursday evenings with us. Our winter hours are Tuesday-Friday 11am-7pm.
Saturday, 10am-3pm. We will be closed November 26, 27, & 28 for the Thanksgiving weekend. Shop
will reopen on December 1.

Upcoming Events

Sunday, November 8 – 8th Annual George Libscomb Memorial TOY Ride
Registration 11 am to 1pm in Montgomery City, Ride ends in Herman with free chili.
Entry fee 2 new unopened toys (1 boy 1 girl) or $10.00. We are going and will be leaving Chariots of
Fire parking lot at 10 am. All are welcome. We have been going for the past four years. It is always
lots of fun!
Sunday, November 15 Thunder Alley 25th Anniversary Swap Meet & Indoor Motorcycle Show, BelleClair Fairgrounds, Belleville, IL . . . We will be there. Will you?

Consignment Bikes

Black Betty Pro-Street Custom, Show Winner $22,000
1989 Low Rider $10,500 1999 Super Glide $10,200 2003 Dyna Super Glide $11,500
2007 Softail Custom, Paint by Mayhem $20,000

November Special

We’ve been shopping for you . . . getting ready for the holidays.
15% off our holiday gift selections
Come in and see what is on Jan, Jim, and Jake’s list.
For every purchase November 1 – December 21 you’ll have a chance to win a Christmas basket. A
great gift for yourself or your favorite biker. Come in and check it out!
Chariots of Fire Customs LLC has much to be thankful for this year. First and foremost we are
thankful for your continued support of our shop. We will keep each and everyone of our customers,
I mean motorcycle family on our “Thankful” list. We truly have been blessed as our business has
continued to grow, even in these difficult economic times. Jan and I were blessed this year as we
wed our daughter Marie off to Clayton, our new son-in-law. Jim, too, gained a son-in-law when his
daughter Tiffany married Bobby. God Bless each and every one of your families as you too continue to
grow and prosper.
Custom is in our name, quality is in our product, service is our reputation
Keep the Shiny Side Up
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Thursday Is Biker Movie Night

At Geo’s Wings and More

Riding Season is winding down but that is no reason to not hang with your friends so every
Thursday night starting with November 5th Geo’s Will Show a motorcycle movie at 7:00 PM

4307 West Main Street
Belleville, Illinois
(618) 233 - 9464
Featuring Domestic Beer Buckets - $9.00
12” Pizza $8.00, Wings for $5.75
Be A Part Of the Areas Biggest Bike Night
Meet Your Friends Here Every Thursday
Geo’s Is Always A Good Time
Sponsored by your Friends at
The Biking Life
Come out and party with us
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Miller Family Sporty Rebuild

start so a rebuild was in order. This was the winter of
2008, well as the summer of 2009 approached I was
hoping to be riding but then the blessed event of my
daughters birth (Ami( ) and getting a new house and
life in general happened. So as not wanting my dad
to totally fund this it got put on hold. Some headway
was made the bird’s nest of wiring was pulled out.
The motor came apart and everything was looked at
and sorted, to our good luck nothing internal was hurt
just a stuck and bent valve and some leaky seals. As it
sits now apart at race central(dad’s house) the frame is
coated, tanks half done, fenders are painted and parts
are waiting a soon to happen money injection. Up to
now it has been an adventure and as “normal life”
goes on so does bobber on a budget dig the pics of
what’s done and stay tuned our hope for date of finish
Yes, I have been off the road for awhile, but this is is blessing 2010 hope to see you there Kevin
the tale that should tell why and offer a reason for
my absence. Considering I am the son of one of the
hardest riders around , oh by the way I’m Kevin
Miller. Killer’s son and crack race rider (for now) I’m
going to start this by saying none of this would be
possible without dad.

You can be Jim’s friend on Facebook he
is Jim Furey or you can join The Biking
Life riders group there for ride info’
His network of brothers, my girls Ali and Ami and
Joyce for putting up with dad, the Buellshit died. So
a search was on.. I wanted something I could ride for
a year and then redo in my style in honor of my dad
and grandpa so thanks to Richards Cycle in Mexico
M,. dad and I located and purchased a decent right
side shift Sporty,
We got it up and running on the cheap which I rode
and showed for a year, Well the bobber on a budget
was smoking more heavily and getting harder to

For Sale: 2000 Honda Trike with
2006 trailer excellent condition priced to sell at only
$15,900. for more info call
mike at 636-328-1901 call soon
cause this won’t last long

Proprietors: John Church AKA “Asshole”
Jed Church AKA “Sasquatch”
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PT’s BACA Poker Run 2009
by Gary

As the weekend approached, the weather
forecast was not looking promising. The morning of
the ride we kept checking the radar, I even went so far
as to call my sister 60 miles west of here to see what
the weather held for us. Fortunately the skies broke
open and delivered a great day to ride.
We started at PT’s Sports Cabaret where
Bikers Against Child Abuse (BACA) had set up
signup. They have a unique way of routing this poker
run, due to the immense turnout they usually get, they
route riders in two directions at once. One route starts
off heading north to Brooklyn and the other south to
Bobeck’s in Waterloo.
Heading north to Brooklyn you come upon
two clubs, PT’s and Roxy’s, literally across the street
from each. Each one offering it’s own delights. We
parked our rides at PT’s and went upstairs to get our
cards stamped and take a quick tour of the facilities.
Walking across the street to Roxy’s we encountered

a totally different atmosphere. Some of my fellow
riders partook in the stage activities and dropped a
few dollars. One of these days I will have to check out
what happens in the public shower.
We headed east to Fairview Heights and The
Pasta House, a new stop for this run and another of
the new bike night locales this summer. Frank and his
friendly staff greeted us with a nice buffet fairly priced
and we took advantage of the fine food. We weren’t
the only ones feasting on the fine food, judging by the
crowd that seems to be lingering around the bar.

A short hop to Belleville got us to Crehan’s,
an established stop for this ride. An overflow crowd
was hovering around the beer tub set up outside as
others crowded inside. Fortunately they have a large
enough parking lot to handle the crowd that shows up.
Crehan’s has been a local favorite of Illinois bikers
for years and Barry knows how to treat riders.
Next stop was PT’s Show Club in Centreville,
a quick ride from Belleville. A lot of riders have
become acquainted with this club since they hold a
weekly bike night on Thursdays. They had a barbeque
going and several beauties wandering around the
bikes getting their pictures taken. Not sure if they
were shooting pictures of the bikes or the girls, what
do you think?
It was a nice and fast ride down to Bobeck’s in
Waterloo. This is a very nice bar and grill just off ILL
3 as you head south into Waterloo. They have a lot
of bikers roll into their parking lot and if you haven’t
checked out all they have to offer you owe it to
yourself. As if we hadn’t eaten enough already, it was
hard to pass up the fine food, so we didn’t. It’s nice
to see they still have the volleyball courts outside. I
suggest the next time you are planning a ride that any
of these stops would be welcome additions and add to
conitnued on page 34
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your riders fun and enjoyment.
The final stop was the world renowned
Penthouse Club back in Sauget where BACA was set
up to tally the results of all the hands. Outside the
entrance a board of attendance prizes was posted for
the lucky ones.

Lots of lovely young ladies greeted the riders
at most of the stops, very friendly young ladies. Fun
was had by all and the weather cooperated for the
duration of the ride, plan on being there next year, I am.
Additonally why wait till next year the PT’s family of
show clubs are doing all they can to encourage riders
to come check out their lovely ladies and their special
brand of entertainment.

Want to stay abreast of what Jim is
thinking visit our blog on the website
you’d be amazed at who visits there
frequently or you can follow him on
twitter where he is tbldude.
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The Biking Life in Pictures
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The Vietnam Veterans Mobile Wall By
Robert (Rocker) Votrain

the camera away and joined the tail of the group
of bikes.
The procession was impressive. About 150 bikes,
10 or so custom cars and all the other vehicles,
we stretched for about 4 miles. On coming traffic
would pull over as we met them, people in the out
lying areas came out of their homes and waved
flags and cheered. We ended the escort in Desloge
at the VFW Post 2426.
The Ride to “The Wall”.... October4th 2009....

I am a member of the Patriot Guard Riders an
organization mostly known for escorting our fallen
heroes to their final resting place while riding
motorcycles.
I had been informed the “Wall” was coming to
Desloge for well over a month. And the Patriot
Guard was going to be involved with the escort
and with part of the program honoring our fallen.
The “Wall” would be in Desloge from Sept. 30th to
Oct. 4th with events and services scheduled every
day.
The excitement of our impending mission grew
through e-mails as the date grew near and I,
wanting to ride with a group, scrambled to find
someone from my area to ride to Potosi with. The
BACA riders of Farmington asked me to ride with
them but I wanted to travel a different path than
they had planned to ride that day. Poppy, the
former chapter President of Farmington’s BACA,
agreed to meet me in Bismarck. As I went to top off
my tank I met Noel ,owner of Bismarck ATV and
Custom Cycle, who along with his son was also
going to Potosi. So now there were 4 of us. Leaving
Bismarck the air was sweet and crisp traffic was
light as we cruised down Highway 32 to Highway
21 to Potosi it was honestly a beautiful morning
and road to ride.
When we arrived I was surprised by the turn out
of motorcycles and custom cars that were going to
participate in the escort. There were also several
State police officers, Sheriffs, emergency vehicles
and official cars lining up. As they began staging
the vehicles I went to a predetermined area and
waited for the opportunity to shoot a few pictures
as the main body went by hoping to join in to the
rear of the motorcycle procession. Finding my
vantage point I shot several pictures of the lead
group of vehicles, the limo carrying the Mayor of
Desloge and the bikes before I hurriedly tucked

Sunday just felt different. I grabbed the camera
and dressed warm the morning air had a definable
bite to it... Loaded the bike and headed to meet
the Patriot Guard Riders in the Walmart Parking
lot in Desloge for the Ride to the Wall.
Before I go any further I want to say if you are
not Patriot Guard you really need to be. It is an
honor to support our Heroes and those who have
fallen to save our way of life. I suppose it takes a
little time out of our lives but shouldn’t we have
a reason to ride and what a better reason than to
show the world we are Patriots and support our
troops.

The gathering of the local Guard brought about
about 85 bikes. Some carried regular sized flags
others not so much. We put or passenger pegs
down as to symbolize carrying one of our fallen
with us. We lined up two by two and waited for our
police escort to signal it was time. We were headed
for the city park where “the Wall” was assembled
and displayed. Once we arrived we lined up tail
light to the wall side by side about 10 or so feet in
front. About 200 spectators were on hand to watch
our ceremony honoring the Vietnam war fallen.
All but one bike was in this formation. The last
bike was carrying the American flag a POW flag
and a Patriot Guard flag. It was decorated with a
Kevlar helmet and boots set in the back pegs facing
backwards. Just like they used to put the boots
continued on page 40
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in the stirrups of a horse backwards to show the
rider had fallen in battle. As he passed, we showed
respect by covering our hearts and standing
at attention. As a group we all walked forward
and placed our right hand against the wall. The
experience was so very moving. It brought tears to
everyone’s eyes. They played the National anthem
and a prayer was given then a young girl sang a
song she wrote about the Uncle she never met...
Someone who had died defending our country...
The group mingled with the onlookers and the
Patriot Guard Riders ceremony ended...
“ All gave some... Some gave all....”

Hawg Pit BBQ Barn
smokehouse and Bar

821 West Main Street, Grafton, IL
(618) 786 - 7675
Best Barbecue on the river
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ATTENTION READERS

There will be a new segment to the Biking
Life Magazi
ne! In talking with Jim here at the biking Life,
I told him that I would like to start a monthly write up
on a different bike each month for the magazine. After
some discussion we came to an agreement and next
month you should see the first installment of many
articles to come about the hunks of twisted metal and
shinny and not so shinny parts that are bolted together
to form the two wheeled, oil spitting, rebel rides that
we so lovingly refer to as motorcycles.
I run Grease and Gears Photography, which
is a new company that caters to the hot rod and
biker lifestyle. I shoot everything from weddings to
motorcycles without all the prim and proper attitudes
and high prices. This new segment will give me the
chance to use my photojournalistic skills and bring to
you the readers of Biking Life magazine the best of
the best from the world of two wheels.
In the future I will be scouring the hillsides
and back streets for the most righteous rides out there.
We want to see your work, but we are not looking for
the bolt on chrome trailer queens with the beach ball

rear tires and easter eggs paint jobs. We want rides
that you have busted your knuckles on in the wee
hours of the night with friends over a couple of cold
ones. We want to see the tire ripping, full throttle,
raked, de-raked, chopped out, wild and crazy customs
that make the straights grab their babies, pack up the
ol’Ladies and head for the hills in fear. So if you think
your scooter is up to our standards then send me an
email and your bike might, just might grace the pages
of the Biking Life!
High Speed/Low Drag,
Squiggy
greaseandgearsphoto@yahoo.com
Editor’s note: I am really pumped about this
developement Squiggy is well known for both his
photgraphy and his eye for pictures. He will make a
great addition to our staff. And his monthly motorcycle
features will give you just another reason to pick up
and enjoy The Biking Life. Which brings to mind
another point we are always interested in hearing
your ideas and thanks Squiggy for joining us.
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Upcoming Events
Weekly Events

Monday Pasta House - Bike Night 4660 N Illinois,
Fairivew Heights, IL Chill
Tuesday Bike Night the Third Tuesday of the Month
at Down on the Corner n Hwy 96 in Marcelline, IL
Tuesday Two Wheel Tuesday at N0-Jacks on IL 159 in
Smithton, IL
Tuesday Bike Night at at Sullivans on North Illinois in
Belleville, IL
Wednesday CTs Night Bike Ride Call Paul at Dave
Mungenast Motorsports for info
Wednesday Bike Night KJs Saloon on S Illinois,
Belleville, IL
Wednesday Show-Mes Wingsday Bike Fest Fairview
Heights location on Lincoln Highway only
Thursdays STUNNA Thursdays At Paradise 1, 615
Missouri St East St Louis, IL (618) 482-5578 DJ
Thursdays Bike Night at Bikers Corner at 1924 N
Vandeventer Ave in St Louis, MO
Thursday Thursday Night Bikers Delight special for
bikers all day and night at PTs Showclub in Centreville,
IL
Thursdays Bike Night at Chuck-A-Burger St Charles
3150 Elm Pointe Industrial Dr., St Charles, MO 63301
Thursdays Hardriders call their hotline (314) 340-2000
for info
Thursdays Bike Night at Geos Wings and More on
West Main in Belleville, IL from 6:30 to 10
Friday Bike Night at Fatboys in DeSoto, MO

November

1st FORR Local 24 Feed My People Run sign up at
Docs from noon to 1 PM
7th Jeff Fest at Jefferson 6980 West Main St
belleville, IL 11 to 11 come celebrate our anniversary
with us
7th Veterans Day Parade to ride in it sign up at Docs
or Gateay HDs to cheer, meet at either Shady Jacks,
TJS, Jillys, Jamm IN, Fatboys or Jacks Iron Horse or
Geos Wings in Belleville
14th Salty Dawgs Special Olympics Benefit Dance
At Bethalto KC Hall8:00 PM - midnight
14th Colrs of Fall Freedom Fest at Rockers in House
Springs, Chili, music parking lto swap meet and much
more call 314-322-7883 for more info
14th Road Raptors and VFW 5th Annual Chicken
and Beer Dance 7 PM to ???? at the Fairivew Heights,
IL VFW on North Illinois
13th - 15th Old Skool Tatto Expo at Holiday Inn
Select on 9th downtown
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An Inkling

This months tattoo was seen and shot
at our somewhat recent anniversary
party at Show-Me’s in Fairview Heights,
IL. The proud father of the young lady
sporting this ink wanted his daughter’s tattoo featured and so it is. If you
want your ink here send us an email
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